Tailgate light bar installation

We spent 4 weeks testing 23 different kinds of LED light bars to come up with this list of top 10
best light bars. We focused on the type spot, flood or combo , light output, light angle and
versatility as the main criteria for reviewing and ranking our selection. A good LED light bar can
be very useful for off-roading and emergency situations among other applications but choosing
the right one can prove to be a challenge. We selected 23 of the most popular LED light bars on
the market for testing to come up with this top 10 list. We primarily looked at the type of light i.
We loved how flexible this light bar is in terms of where you can install it. It comes with
ready-to-mount aluminum mounting brackets that you can install on the bumper, below the
bumper, behind the front grill, by the tailgate or trunk or on the roof of the car. The light bar
scored high points on the spot or flood options. You can easily switch between the two
depending on the kind of illumination you need. We also love that this light bar is also a combo
meaning you can use both light spreads at one. This gives you a 30 degree center with 60
degree coverage. We mounted this light bar low on the vehicle and we were concerned about
damage from rough roads. The equipment is also weatherproof so you can still use it in snowy
or rainy weather. We recommend this for virtually anywhere you would need a light bar
including a courtyard, crane or excavator and yacht or boat. This Glotech light bar comes a
close second and was actually a decent contender for first place. The bar features 48 individual
LED lights protected from the elements with a waterproof lens. The mounting brackets are a
little different from what we are used to as they are placed in the bottom rather than on the ends
of the bar as is customary. The bright white light comes at K same as the TMH although this
model loses a few points on lumens. This is also a combo which we are always looking for. The
spot comes at 20 degrees while the flood at 45 degrees. This is a flood light offering a color
temperature of K and output of 39, lumens. Each light also works independently so you still
have good lighting in case one burns out and you can get it fixed or replaced immediately. We
recommend this if you have assessed what you need and settled on a light, portable light bar
that you can use for multiple jobs. The light bar has 42 individual lights so you can expect good
illumination here. We liked the heat sinks installed on the light bar to avoid overheating. This
comes in handy when you need your lights on for prolonged periods of time while driving or on
a work site. The floodlight offers a degree angle while the spotlight a degree beam spread
sufficiently for night driving or for a work site. There is also the option of combining the two to
get the best of both worlds. The frame is solid so it will serve you well for off-road driving or
working in rough environments. The LED color temperature varies between and output. You can
use this light bar virtually anywhere including on a boat, SUV, excavator or in your garage or
back yard. We, however, recommend this option if you need consistent and continuous lighting
for whatever reason. As a word of caution, this product is not D. T approved. This mini light bar
has an output of Lumens and provides up to 30, hours of light. This model is the best combo of
its size. You get degrees for a spotlight and degrees for the flood light. The housing is made
from strong durable aluminum and has some great safety features including dustproof,
shockproof and waterproof. This one, of course, comes with a mounting kit and installation is
easy to figure out from the included directions. You can use this light bar virtually anywhere
you want including on excavators and boats. Overall we liked the great value for money we got
on this model. These lights all work together to either flood a large area with light or
concentrate the light to a specific spot. Off-Roading: This is the most common application.
There is also the risk of animals jumping out of the woods in these environments. A good set of
LED spotlights and floodlights can help you navigate your way easily at night. Heavy Duty
Equipment: From snow plows to excavators, any heavy duty equipment can benefit from better
illumination provided by LED light bars during night or dusk operations. Typical situations
include during an outdoor party. These lights are also great for a campsite. Emergency
Situations: You typically see LED light bars at scenes of accidents or on emergency vehicles
such as ambulances, police cars and fire engines. The three main types of LED light bars are
flood light, spot light, and combination or combo. The one you choose entirely depends on your
application. You can get an angle of up to degrees depending on the type of light bar.
Floodlights are also great for illuminating a camp site, work area or anywhere there is outdoor
activity at night. You can expect a degree angle. This light is great for an off-road situation
where there is a clear road but you need to see far ahead for potential hazards. If you expect to
drive primarily on paved roads, a spotlight would be a good choice. Combo LED light bars
enables you to use both and easily switch between the two. Unless you will be using your light
bar for a very specific purpose such as only for outdoor lighting , a combination comes highly
recommended since you have the choice between the two as the situation demands. You may
want to ensure that you are getting at least degrees angle for your spotlight and at least degree
beam spread on your flood light. There is a lot of flexibility in terms of where you can mount
your light bar. Above the windshield is a great choice for an off-road vehicle such as an SUV or

jeep. This position offers the best illumination for this type of vehicle and also looks good. You
may have to work harder to install the light bar and do the wiring should you opt for above the
windshield. This position only works with smaller light bars and light pods. Finally, you see
most LED light bars located on the front bumper. Installation is easy, quick and simple in this
position. We highly recommend the spotlight and floodlight combo since you have both options
readily available anytime you need them. Finally, pay attention to lumens, white light
temperature and beam angle and beam spread should you choose to buy other options that are
not on this list. You may also want to consider professional installation especially if you are not
very handy around wires and tools. Overall we are proud to recommend these options and they
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Bombard those behind you with a volley of powerful LED's or on the 48" model. Three complete
rows of lights dedicated to maximizing your pickup's presence with an attractive and unique
beam of light. While other tailgate turn signals are just a standard "blink", the Triple Stack gives
your truck a distinctive and sporty look with "" Sequential amber or red turn signals. The same
style used by a certain American-made muscle car and only offered by Redline. Our extra bright
reverse lights will help illuminate the area behind your ride when reversing. Have a backup
camera? Say goodbye to grainy videos and see a much clearer picture at night! A lot of folks
claim to be waterproof, but Redline actually is. It's not always sunny in Minnesota, but that's
OK! Redline is a built to last even at negative 20 Fahrenheit! Made to be as a simple and strong
as possible. Simply peel, prep, press onto your pickup and this add-on is as good as factory
installed. No need to drill, it ain't goin' anywhere. Plugs directly into your 4-way flat trailer
adapter for a quick install. Reverse light will require additional wiring, instructions provided if
needed. Planning on doing some towing? If your vehicle has 48" of available space length-wise
across the tailgate then the 48" version will fit nicely. If you have 60" of available space
length-wise across the tailgate then the 60" version should be purchased. However, the spare
tire can still be accessed and lowered using the proper socket wrench from underneath the
vehicle. Size: Required 60" 48". Prime Warranty: Yes. Protect Me. See Below for Details. Adapter
Module: Add if vehicle has a rear camera, tow-assist or a rear parking sensor. Add Module.
Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Warranty Information. Quick
view Add to Cart. Quick view Choose Options. Discussion in ' 3rd Gen. Log in or Sign up.
Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get
full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Sparks everywhere Alpine KTPu Reverse
lights coming on randomly? Dog Crates Please help my wife out Oh humanity, I hate you. Lower
bumper light bar wiring Discussion in ' 3rd Gen. Post Reply. TheFlyTaco , Feb 10, Last edited:
Feb 10, On switch center pin from relay pin Switch provides ON at anytime. And ON with High
beams. Last edited: Feb 11, TheFlyTaco , Feb 11, The fuse is to protect the wire so the fuse
should be at or below the wire rating. Cheap connectors are more likely to be a problem. Cases
in point, the 3rd gen heated seat module connectors and 2nd gen blower motor resistor
connectors. I use this page for choosing wire. Count both positive and negative wire lengths.
Make sure the connectors you use are rated at 25A or more. Show Ignored Content. Username
or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my

password is: Forgot your password? Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Drive more safely with this powerful LED
Tailgate light! Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb
27 Order within 16 hrs and 19 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Add a
gift receipt for easy returns. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced
products. This fits your. Similar item from our brands. Frequently bought together. Add all three
to Cart Add all three to List. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page
1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare
with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Tips: If you don't
have similar installation experience,you can search "how to install tailgate light"on Youtube to
get some help for your installation. More items to explore. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Bright Night! Verified Purchase. Your browser does not support
HTML5 video. Images in this review. This was a perfect fit for my F The installation is pretty
straight forward, but let me detail how I installed it and it may help you too. It will tear the
covering off the LEDS. Rather put it in as you work. If you want reverse to work, you need to tap
into your reverse wiring. The easiest thing to do is find the plug for the 7 wire trailer connector
and use it. It should be the center wire - use a butt splice with heat shrink, and make sure it's
sealed back up. All in all this is a nice addition. I've wanted one for years and figure it gives my
old truck a bit of a modern feature. Plus the extra light at night helps! First off make sure to
clean the mounting surface good. I missed some parts but luckily the adhesive is strong in all
the areas that were clean. Lights are super bright even in daylight. The construction of the led
strip seem really good. Like I said previously I like the adhesive it is very sticky so make sure
you put it exactly where you want it. I like the 4 pin for ease of use but I am going to hardwire it
in so I can also use the backup lights and still be able to use the 4 pin for my trailer. I
recommend taking the tailgate off it makes the install easier. I think you cannot go wrong just
from a being more visible because it definitely stands out. Side note if you plan on putting on a
soft open tailgate, I would install this first. Wanted something cool to mod my tacoma with. This
tailgate light did the trick! It is one of those flexible, waterproof LED light strips you see all
around, but it is programed and wired for emergency brakes, turn signals and brake lights
higher intensity. Wiring is very simple, you plug it into the 4pin connector of your tow plug of
your vehicle and everything works. However, I wanted a cleaner look so I cut my plug and
hardwired the wires to the back of the of my truck's 4 pin plug by tapping them. This allows for
me to use the 4 Pin connector when Im towing and gives it a cleaner look. Unfortunately nobody
makes daisy chain connectors so if you want to hardwire these lights, you gotta hardwire it
yourself. Also, they come with 3M body tape so you just stick it where ever you want. Super
strong and wont fall off! Ill post some pics when I have time. One person found this helpful.
Works great. I got this for my husbands truck. He has a Ford F with a Raptor body kit. He
installed a light bar on his grill so I thought this would be cool for the back. It was easy to place
and easy to hook up. Be sure to clean the area well before and let dry, we used vinegar and
dried with a towel. We measured beforehand and marked our center point. We used the tape not
the brackets and it hooks right to your trailer hookup. It works good and lets off good light. I
installed this by buying a 4 pin adapter to use with my 7 pin trailer light. I used the included
adhesive that's on the back of the led to mount it, and after I was happy with the placement, I
drilled a few spot to mount the plastic holders. They've held up very well and they look great on
my Honda Ridgeline. I like that they're not too bright, but bright enough that it matches my
normal lights. I don't want to blind people when I press on the break, but I want to know when I
am breaking so that they don't rear end me. In florida with the amount of accidents we get, this
will be a life saver! See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
ford f light bar , Ford F Light Bars , turn signals , Explore truck light strips for beds , Explore
LED lights for beds , Explore strobe lights for running. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
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bar owns 5 Functions of brake, sequential turn signal, running, reverse and strobe light.
Sequential turn signal lighting adopts updated flowing design, gradually extends like a strand of
water flowing and brings new visual enjoy. You can easily stick this tailgate light bar to your car
by its back tape. Universally fit for trucks, pickups, vans, SUV, cars etc. Compatible or Not
Compatible with the following vehicles:. Suitable for American cars with turn signal and brake
lights on the same line. Not suitable for car models with separate turn signal and braking. Not
suitable for some European cars. If there is a warning when plugging into the trailer port, please
connect the car light wiring follow the line sequence. Please read the instruction paper
thoroughly before any operation and installation on the light strip. Professional installation is
highly recommended. Pls read the listing carefully before you place order. Before mounting,
please make sure you've tested to differentiate which one is left turn signal, which one is right.
Otherwise, it might make the turn signal be in the opposite place. Please clean the area of the
vehicle where you install it firstly, and then use the heater to make it more sticky. For some
special vehicle when the lights do not work normally, pls use the 4-Way Flat Connector Wire
that includes in the package to connect and the lights will work normally. LED tailgate light bar
filled with silicone, making the waterproof rate up to International IP standard. No need to worry
rainy days. Adopting triple-row LED design, wake up everyone behind you and make your truck
be seen even in thickest traffic day or night. Great conductive standard 4-pin flat plug and
Self-Adhesive tape, can be easily stuck on any smooth surface. The splice bar allows for flexible
mounting on tailgate. You can always drive in any weather everyday in anywhere. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 11 hrs
and 49 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Nado Stuff Authorized
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look? Compatible or Not Compatible with the following vehicles: 1. Suitable for American cars
with turn signal and brake lights on the same line 2. Not suitable for car models with separate
turn signal and braking 3. Not suitable for some European cars 4. Note: 1. Waterproof LED
tailgate light bar filled with silicone, making the waterproof rate up to International IP standard.
Super Bright Adopting triple-row LED design, wake up everyone behind you and make your
truck be seen even in thickest traffic day or night. Quick Installation Great conductive standard
4-pin flat plug and Self-Adhesive tape, can be easily stuck on any smooth surface. More items to
explore. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I'm writing this
because the seller failed to provide this info and no one answered my question about it.
Dinensions: Total width of 1 light. Middle untested and must be the backup. Bottom red tail and
probably stop. Could not plug into my factory 4-pin trailer connector on my Tacoma due to pin
spacing inconsistency which is not a big deal because I plan on using the supplied plug and
spliceing it in under the truck. Also the one I got was marked on the wire for left and right sides.

I will follow up after install. I did the install yesterday. Took a few hours because I took my time
to do it right. First impressions the silicon is a little rough at the ends. But these things are
bright. The white backup is probably around K and brings new detail to my backup camera.
Lights up 30 feet behind the truck. Hit the brakes believe me the car behind the car behind you
knows it. The only question now is durability. Oh I was able to wiggle the non standard size plug
into the connector and its a very tight fit. This works perfectly on my 3rd gen Taco sitting right
above the bumper just clears the tailgate when open. Your browser does not support HTML5
video. Experience based on a F STX 4x4. Everybody needs to check this out prior to
purchasing. The excellent tail, brake, and turn signal lights are awesome. They just plug into the
existing bumper four pin trailer connection. The backup lights are an open wire and the
instructions tell you to wire them into a tail light wire that controls the existing backup light. I
have learned from 3 technical sources, 1 local Ford Dealer, 2 a truck custom accessory retail
store and 3 the on-line F Forum, the electronics are completely computer controlled with signals
messages going back and forth from the computer to the use point. In this case the backup
lights. If you splice and additional light into that circuit it sends a trouble code back to the
computer that controls lights. Different reports are a dash light indicating a tail light out when
there are no inoperative tail lights. Also reported that when the key is turned on ALL lights come
on. It is recommended on newer vehicles that the light system is controlled to not splice in any
additional lights. The computer is not set to accept this additional system. The computer is
already programmed to accept trailer lights which is essentially what you are plugging in.
Images in this review. Installed on my F Plugged into the factory four pin trailer connector When
I drive and apply the brakes I get a on dash warning. Trailer disconnected or right lamp burnt
out? Any ideas?. I really like the lights and would like to keep using them. This is probably the
easiest truck mod I've done so far. It adds a neat look to the back end of your truck and
definitely makes you visible. Best part is it took all of 30 minutes! The brightness of this bar is
outstanding! Whether it be the turn signals, hazards, reverse or just the brake lights itll light up
the night. Installation is a breeze with their double sided tape and optional bolt holes on either
side of the bar and the hardware is included. The optional 4pin adapter or hardwire kit makes
this bar just that much more versatile when it comes to installing. Would recommend this
product without a doubt! As far as brightness goes, this lightbar set is awesome. I received it on
May 6th, and had it professionally installed by a shop on May 24th. As of today, June 16th, half
of it's functions are not working. The hazard lights do not initiate the yellow sequential lights.
Only the red lights on both sides flash. Left turning signal, both light bars just flash red. Right
turning signal? You guessed it, both light bars just flash red. They don't display the proper
sequential amber leds at all. Hit the brakes? The light bars do not get brighter like normal.
Basically, all these do are turn on and turn white when going in reverse. Don't waste your
money. Find something else. I've looked at all of the connections and as I stated before, it was
installed professionally. I have the receipt from the shop and all. There is no reason for this
product to not be functioning properly less than a month after it being installed. See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. I have been trying to reach the seller to get either a new light
bar or a refund. Product was installed about 3 weeks ago on my son's truck - he loved it. Now
the lights don't work. I would prefer someone to contact me as soon as possible as a product
would last more than 3 weeks. One person found this helpful. Report abuse. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: Ford F Light Bars , Explore truck light strips for beds ,
Explore amber light bars for trucks , Explore s
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